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While the splendid new British Library was in the course of construction, many
people derided it as a waste of money. It was absurd, they said, at the end of the
twentieth century, to be erecting a massive storehouse of books. The technological
revolution meant that in the new millennium information would be stored and
retrieved electronically in a fraction of the space to be provided at St. Pancras. The
computer would be the death of the book, and the new British Library would be a
temple to a god that was dead.

Others contended that reports of the death of the book were vastly exaggerated. The
digital revolution is often, and justly, compared to the introduction of printing. But
printing supplemented, and did not supersede handwriting. More than five hundred
years after Gutenberg, every child learns to write in school, and libraries continue to
acquire manuscripts. Similarly, they argued, printed books would survive into the age
of digitisation, and the kilometres and kilometres of stacks at St Pancras would be too
few, not too many. 

Voices have been raised loudly on both sides in this battle, the battle of the chip and
the book. In the present lecture I want to get behind what the Librarian of Congress
has called the “cacophonous talkathon in which utopian futurists and cranky luddites
conduct rival monologues simultaneously.” I want to explore the various different
ways in which books are likely to survive in the millennium that has just begun.

I will begin by taking a close look at the expression “the death of the book.” Is it not
rather a far-fetched metaphor to speak of a book as a living thing, something that can
live and die? John Milton did not think so. In his Areopagitica he wrote: 

Books are not absolutely dead things, but do contain a potency of life in
them to be as active as that soul was whose progeny they are; nay, they do
preserve as in a vial the purest efficacy and extraction of that living
intellect that bred them.

Milton is certainly right that the writing and reading of books is one of the most
impressive exercises of that intellectual life which marks off humans from other
animals; so that for people like us a human existence devoid of all books would be an
impoverished life. But Milton goes further than this: the destruction of a book, he
maintains, is a crime comparable to murder: 

As good almost kill a man as kill a good book: who kills a man kills a
reasonable creature, God’s image; but he who destroys a good book kills
reason itself, kills the image of God, as it were, in the eye. Many a man
lives a burden to the earth; but a good book is the precious lifeblood of a
master-spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life.

Milton thinks of the content of a book as a kind of pickled version of the thought of its
author, salted for a long voyage towards eternity. He goes on:

[if we] spill that seasoned life of man preserved and stored up in
books…a kind of homicide may be thus committed, sometimes a
martyrdom; and if it extend to the whole impression, a kind of
massacre, whereof the execution ends not in the slaying of an elemental



life, but strikes at that ethereal and fifth essence, the breath of reason
itself; slays an immortality rather than a life.

It is this immortality which is my topic tonight. Areopagitica was a plea for the liberty
of unlicensed printing: and the quasi-homicide that Milton was denouncing was not so
much murder as abortion, the prevention by the censor of a book’s ever coming to
birth. The passage just quoted, indeed, shows that if we treat books as living things,
there are several different things that can be meant by the death of the book. There is
the death of an individual book, as when my copy of a well-thumbed text finally falls
to pieces. There is the extinction of a species of book, as when a title is allowed to go
out of print, or as in Milton’s “massacre of a whole impression.” Finally, there is the
disappearance of the entire race of genus of books, which would come about if human
beings ceased altogether to produce them and make use of them.

Those who believe that the computer will kill the book are thinking not of individual
death, nor of specific death, but of generic death. They are thinking of the genocide of
the book. Many view this prospect with horror, others with equanimity and even
pleasure. Microsoft predict that by 2010 there will be handheld devices for reading
with which people will be as happy as they now are with print on paper. Microsoft
predict that by 2020 the first definition of “book” given in Webster’s dictionary will
be: “A substantial piece of writing commonly displayed on a computer or other
personal viewing device.”

Microsoft would say that, wouldn’t they; but the reality is far different. The genus
book is a flourishing one, proliferating in an unparalleled way into ever-new species.
The number of books published in the UK has grown by 250% in the last 20 years,
and the rate of growth is increasing. In 1996, for the first time over 100,000 were
published; in 1999, over 105,000. In the world as a whole, 431,000 titles were
published in 1996, representing a 131% increase over six years. The fastest growth in
the number of titles published has been in China, the only country in the world that
publishes more titles that the UK. (110,000 in 1996). 

If recent trends in UK publishing were to continue through the next ten years there
could be as many as 200,000 new titles published in the UK in 2010. Such expansion
is hardly characteristic of an endangered genus. However, there are those who argue
that the present rate of proliferation cannot last. They may point to the fact that US
figures tell a rather different story. There, 47,000 titles were published in 1982, and
66,000 in 1998. Both the absolute figures and the rate of increase are much small than
the comparable figures in the UK, and figures for the most recent years suggest a
levelling of growth. In many areas, it can be argued, trends in the US are repeated
across the Atlantic after a time lag. So we may expect to see the growth in the number
of UK titles halted in the near future. 

That may well be: but there is a big difference between a species that has ceased to
increase its rate of expansion and one that is threatened with extinction. The most
important point to grasp is that the recent proliferation of titles has taken place not in
spite of, but because of, the existence of the computer. It is the possibility of desk-top
publishing, which has brought down the cost of publication and made it possible for
individuals and groups with very modest resources to produce hard-copy books for



the market. In this respect, those who value the existence of books in traditional form
should regard the computer as an ally rather than an enemy.

The digital revolution is not the first technological innovation to be regarded with
suspicion as a threat to traditional skills, virtues, and values. Some influential
Renaissance bibliophiles, anxious to preserve the quality of their libraries, placed a
quota on the number of printed books which they were allowed to contain. An
innovation much earlier and much more significant than the invention of printing was
the invention of writing itself. Plato, in his dialogue Phaedrus, draws attention to the
downside of this new technology. Its inventor, he tells us, was the Egyptian god
Theuth, who presented it to King Thamus of Egypt, telling him that it would make the
Egyptian people wiser and improve their memories. Thamus, according to Plato’s
Socrates, replied thus: “You have declared the very opposite of its true effect. If men
learn this, it will plant forgetfulness in their souls; they will cease to exercise memory
because they rely on that which is written, calling things to remembrance no longer
from within themselves, but by means of external marks. What you have discovered is
a recipe not for memory, but for memoranda. It is no true wisdom that you offer but
only its semblance.” (274e-75a)

Few of us nowadays, I imagine, would be sufficiently Luddite to regret the invention
of writing; from the Phaedrus we draw only the lesson that with every technological
advance something is lost as well as something gained. But we can also take heart
from the fact that whatever its faults, the Internet – unlike some earlier innovations
which we now take for granted, such as telephone and radio – poses no threat to
literacy. The parents of a generation ago used to lament that their children had lost the
art of writing letters, and communicated only by telephone. Since the advent of e-mail
the favoured medium of communication is once again one that involves writing and
reading. The young once again spend much of their time combining words into
sentences and reading paragraphs of text. Of course, much of what is written on the
Internet is trivial or barbaric; but one has only to pick up a daily newspaper to realise
that print on paper is no guarantee of literary value.

However, it is interesting to note that the criticisms made of the Internet resemble
those that Plato reports in connection with the invention of writing. The Librarian of
Congress, in a lecture given at Ditchley earlier this year, said this: “The Internet is
present-minded and destructive of memory. Information has become infotainment
data is constantly updated, previous drafts are erased on word processors, and the
average life-span of a web-site is something less than three months.” Unlike Thamus,
Professor Billington has fought the technological enemies (“Frankenstein in Calvin
Kleins” he calls them) with their own weapons. The Library of Congress made
available to American schools, free of charge, a CD-Rom called the American
Memory which contained 210,000 of the most interesting and important primary
documents and audiovisual materials from the Library’s collection of American
history. 

Let us return to the Miltonic metaphor, and ask what is it for a book to be alive. We
might be inclined to say that for a book to live is to be read. But that is not quite right.
If we compare books to humans we may say that being read is like being awake and
active: but many books for many years slumber undisturbed on library shelves. The



life of a book is the capacity for being read. Only when a book has become
unreadable can we say that it is really dead. 

A book, like a human being, has a body and a soul. The soul of a book is its content;
the body of a book, in most people’s understanding, is the bound collection of printed
pages. Those who worry that the computer may kill the book are not lamenting
possible loss of content: they accept that content can be preserved in media other than
print on paper. The death they are afraid of is the separation of body and soul: the
separation of content (information, entertainment etc.) from the homely, hand-held
object we have come to love over the centuries.

On the other side, many have asked why the information contained in the nation’s
collection of books should be preserved in its present bulky form. Scanners can
provide facsimiles, or digitise the content, of printed books. Why should not all the
books that will clutter our libraries in the new century be replaced by electronic
replicas which will take up only a fraction of the space. No doubt there are some
books which, in their physical embodiment, are so artistically beautiful, or so
historically significant, that they are irreplaceable by any surrogate. But rare and
precious books of this kind – so the argument goes – belong not in library but in an art
gallery or museum.

It is true that the separation between content and vehicle, which is the death of the
book, can be perpetrated by the bibliophile no less than the computer. A book
collector who is concerned only with the typography or binding of a book, and has no
interest in its content, is not treating it as a living book but as a precious relic. He is
like worshipper at the shrine of a saint, venerating the body in the casket, long after
the soul has flown off to heaven. 

But it is time to remind ourselves that immortality can be achieved in various ways:
by physical survival; by disembodiment; by transmigration; or by resurrection. The
computer presents no threat to the physical survival of books already in existence,
except indirectly if libraries divert preservation funds into adventures in new
technology. Print on paper – especially if it is print on nineteenth and twentieth
century brittle paper – does not enjoy everlasting existence, and the computer does
offer the possibility of procuring the continued existence of a book’s content after it
has died its death in the slow fires of acidification. The enemies of the computer,
while accepting this, regard the continuance of a book’s content after its physical
disintegration as a chill and ghostly survival, lacking the warmth and beauty of life. 

Friends of the computer regard this as a misunderstanding. The immortality that the
computer offers is not disembodiment but transmigration: content is not spirited away
but transferred to a visible and tangible surrogate. The seventeenth and eighteenth
century newspapers and broadsheets of the Burney collection are among the most
frequently consulted holdings of the British Library. When consulted in their original
form, they were gradually being worn out by the fingers of readers. Some years ago,
therefore, they were systematically microfilmed and for many years all preliminary
consultation of them took place on film. But readers do not enjoy using microfilms,
which are less pleasant to consult than the originals, and offer no compensatory
advantages in facilitating research. It can be wearisome to pursue a search through
reel after reel of unindexed photographs. Accordingly, the Burney collection is now



being digitised, beginning with the scanning onto optical disc the section that deals
with the years of the French Revolution. The process has not been free from
problems, but when the task is finished, the digitised version will be much easier to
read than the microfilm, and can be searched by researchers in a variety of helpful
ways. Here is a case where digitisation not only offers new possibilities of research,
but also contributes to the physical survival of the historic originals.

Digitisation not only assists with preservation, but also offers new possibilities of
access. When a library possesses items of rare interest and beauty, two different kinds
of access are needed. Treasures must be placed on view to members of the general
public to facilitate them with their beauty; but scholars also wish to scrutinise them in
detail, page by page. These two kinds of demands have, in the past, got in each other’s
way. Now that digital surrogate coloured images have been produced of items such as
the Sforza Hours, the Leonardo sketchbooks, and the Lindisfarne Gospels, it is
possible for scholars and visitors to see magnified details and to look at openings
other than those on exhibition. In the British Library even the illusion of turning pages
has been created within this virtual library of treasures.

One of the most remarkable fruits of the digital revolution has been the transcription
of the manuscript of the thousand-year-old epic of Beowulf. This manuscript, of
uncertain date, is the sole source of our knowledge of the poem, and it has had a
catastrophic history, having been damaged in a fire in 1731 and subsequently
obscured by the interventions of Victorian restorers. The manuscript was
photographed by high resolution cameras under various kinds of light, and reproduced
in digital form under the academic direction of two American experts from the
University of Kentucky. The computer images enabled scholars to see for the first
time erasures and fire-damaged passages hidden from the naked eye. Test images
were made available over the Internet and a CD-Rom has been published. Scholars all
over the world will benefit from this publication. No doubt their number is limited,
but the scanning of Beowulf apart from its intrinsic interest, presented a challenging
test case for the new technology. If you can digitise Beowulf you can digitise
anything. In terms of our vocabulary of death and survival, we can say that the
digitisation of Beowulf was the resuscitation of a very sick patient: in providing the
enhanced possibilities of access the transcription gave the manuscript the possibility
of new life.

The Beowulf project was an outstanding example of transatlantic co-operation of the
kind which the Eccles Centre was established to promote and celebrate. A more recent
similar collaboration between the British Library and the University of Washington in
Seattle had as its goal the digitisation of a set of 80 Buddhist texts from Gandhara,
perhaps 2000 years old. These, when acquired by the Library, were unrolled birch
bark scrolls, which had to be flattened under glass if they were to be read and
preserved. They are written in Kharoshti, an obscure script closer than any other
sources to the original language of the Buddha. Their scholarly and religious
significance is enormous: they have been described as the Buddhist equivalent of the
Dead Sea Scrolls. Because the originals are too fragile for further manipulation,
prolonged study of them would be impossible without the creation of a digital
surrogate. Here immortality takes the form of actual resurrection: manuscripts that
were dead, because unreadable, have come to life because of the new technology. Not
only individual texts, but whole species of books are coming back to life. A



considerable part of the recent expansion in the number of titles published is due to
the bringing back into print of many books that had gone out of print. 

We can, then, put aside fears of the death of the book, if by that we mean the genocide
which pessimists fear. But the computer may, none the less, bring death to certain
important classes of printed items, and to certain professions connected with the book
trade. 

The impact of digitisation is much greater on serials than it is on monographs, and
particularly so on academic journals, especially in the fields of science, medicine and
technology. In 1999, 31,500 scholarly journals were published worldwide. In the
United Kingdom, of nearly 4000 journals published by 11 of the UK’s biggest
scholarly publishers, 85% were available online. The number thus available has
almost trebled in the last two years. Electronic publication has several advantages
over traditional publication. It has the edge with respect to timeliness (each article can
be put online as it appears, without waiting to be included in a quarterly issue). It also
offers greater facility of access (it can be consulted at the desktop and searched by
methods more expeditious that an annual printed index). Problems of peer review and
of preserving the integrity and ownership of an electronically published text seem to
be well on the way to solution. It does not seem to be rash to predict that by the end of
the next decade the great majority of academic serials will appear in electronic form.
It is harder to predict which future format will be favoured for entertainment
periodicals: the more of our working lives is spent interfacing with computers, the
more we may wish to spend our recreation holding a printed magazine rather than
staring at the screen, even a hand-held screen. It remains to be seen whether there is
any substance to Microsoft’s prediction that printed newspapers will become things of
the past by 2010.

Some have suggested that what the computer threatens is not the death of the book,
but the death of the publisher. This may seem an absurd suggestion, given the large
number of new publishers who have emerged in recent years. But there are now two
very different classes of publishers. Major companies are publishing fewer and more
profitable titles. Most of the new publishers are small companies or individuals. Mark
Bide and associates, in a report to the British Library Policy Unit to which I am
indebted for many of the statistics I have used in this lecture, predict as follows: 

There will be a continuing trend towards self-publication and towards
relatively small scale publishing businesses. Any reduction in the output
of “unprofitable publishing” by large corporate publishers will be picked
up by smaller publishers. This may in response to market pull – there is a
market out there, it simply is not big enough to generate sufficient
resources to attract larger corporate players. Or it may be in response to
what we may call creator push – a writer or musician has created
something and wants to bring it to the possible attention of an “audience.” 

In one sense, everyone who puts a web-page on the WWW is a publisher: and there
are currently more than 800m publicly available pages, growing, I am told, at a rate of
1m per day. As the cost of desk-top publishing becomes less and less, everyone has
the possibility of being his own publisher; and of course, in the world of publishing,
as elsewhere, when everyone is somebody then nobody’s anybody. It is in that way



that the world of the Internet, while holding out tempting short-term prospects for the
publishing profession, may hold long-term threats.

It is in the publication of academic research that the role of the publisher is likely to
see the most significant change. We are all familiar with the concept of the food
chain. There is also a research chain, which links research, through author, through
publisher, through bookseller, and through librarian, to reader (who is commonly
another researcher). Everyone in the middle of the research chain must have greater or
less worry about becoming superfluous in the world of electronic information transfer.
Now that most academic books and articles are composed on word processors, the
researcher is actually producing the product which the end-user wants: the
information in electronic form which the reader can, if she wishes, print out for
herself. 

The existing structure of the distribution of research information is kept in place not
by technological constraints, but by psychological, social and legal factors. But now
that electronic journals have put in place systems of peer review of the kind necessary
to assist authors to secure research funding and enhance their career prospects,
electronic journals are beginning to acquire the status and prestige enjoyed by their
traditional counterparts. The time cannot be far off when universities and learned
societies, on both sides of the Atlantic, set up the necessary structures to eliminate the
role of middlemen between the researcher who is the producer and the researcher who
is the consumer.

The most immediate change in the role of the academic publisher is likely to be a
move in the direction of on-demand publishing. Initial print runs for academic
monographs have been getting shorter and shorter: in the near future they may hold
texts in electronic form, printing them out only on the occasion of a request from an
individual purchaser. But purchasers may well wish to purchase a text, not in hard
copy form, but in electronic form. Possibly a publisher might sell to a library, the
electronic version of a newly-completed work, along with the right of unlimited
copying, whether in hard copy or electronic form. The costs of producing and
distributing the work could be recouped by a process of end-user sampling, in the way
that authors are now compensated by the Public Lending Right in proportion to the
use made of their works in libraries. Thus the electronic journal will be followed by
the electronic monograph.

In another scenario, authors might offer their books directly to the distributing agency.
Let us suppose that there is set up a national unified academic library. You write a
book. You offer it in electronic form to the Unified Academic Library. The UAL has
it refereed. If it accepts it, then you are paid an acceptance fee (roughly the equivalent
to the advance a publisher would now give you). Your text would be edited, in
accordance with a unified mark-up system, and would then be made available to
subscribers. Subscribers would fall into two classes: individuals, who would subscribe
into particular disciplines; and local academic libraries, which would continue to be
necessary because of the role of the librarian as mentor and gatekeeper to the scholar.
Subscribers would have free access to the electronic texts; those who wished to
produce hard copy would pay for it. (In a similar way, in the era of hard copy,
academic books in continental Europe were traditionally produced unbound; it was



the responsibility of the individual scholar to have the book bound in accordance with
his own needs and vanities.)

Copyright in academic monographs might well have become obsolete. Most
academics have been more interested in having their works read than in making
money out of them. Their direct financial interest in the product has always been
marginal by comparison with their concern with the moral right to have their
authorship acknowledged and to be protected from plagiarism.

Thus, publishers as we know them might cease to play a part in the production of
books of original academic research. There would remain an important role for them
in conceiving and directing the production of multi-author textbooks, and works of
reference. It appears that these tasks have already, in recent years, begun to preoccupy
the major academic publishers to a far greater extent than the solicitation and
acceptance of traditional single-author monographs. It is also here that the most
successful ventures in electronic publishing have taken place. 

It is only, therefore, within a limited area that I foresee the death of the publisher. In
these particular surrounding it would be ungracious to conclude without inquiring
whether digitisation and networking holds out any similar threat to the professional
librarian. The short answer is that since I do not believe in the death of the book, I do
not believe in the death of the library or the demise of the librarian. 

The most famous library of the ancient world was the library of Alexandria. Its
destruction has long ranked as the most colossal massacre of books that history has to
show. However, there is a remarkable uncertainty about the date of its destruction or
the identity of its perpetrator. Suspects of the crime have ranged over an
extraordinarily long period, starting from Julius Caesar (during his troubles with
Cleopatra), and ranging past the emperor Aurelian (in his troubles with Zenobia), to
over-zealous Christians in the year 391, and ending with Caliph Omar in the year 643.
There is not sufficient evidence to convict any single one of these suspects of the
crime. Some recent historians believe there was never a spectacular assault on the
library, but that it decayed as a result of the fragility of papyrus in the Alexandrian
climate, and the activity of rodents, combined with insufficient public support leading
to an inadequate budget for conservation and transcription. It seems to me that if any
of our great national libraries are to suffer the fate of the library of Alexandria, it will
be not through some triumphant assault by a barbarous computer, but by similar
underfunding by increasingly philistine regimes. In the meantime, it is vital that
libraries and other public repositories should not let their enthusiasm for the
possibilities offered by new technologies deflect them from their duty to provide for
the acquisition and conservation of the ever-flowing stream of material appearing in
traditional form. 
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